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INTRODUCTION

For at least 115 years it has been known that migrant labOrers in the

'eastern stream along the'Atlantic Coast have been declining in numbers

and that the composition Of the work force. has been changing. .-Increasingly;

single? unattached men are replacing workers travelling in family grdups

The present paper is concerned with examining:these shifting patterns,

especially as they are related to aleOhol use and social organization.

The study was conduCted among migrant labRrers in camps in Livingston

and Wyoming Counties in western New York. The Genesee River flows north

through this ar,a,. through the city of Rochester, and then into Lake

Ontg'rio. Since the beginning of the 19th century, the river valley and

surroundingareas have supported productive farms. It -the early years;

indeed; enough wheat was grown therefor the region to have earned a

reputation as the breadbasket of America; a reputation that soon passed

the Midwest as railroads opened up that part of the couctry in mid -

century. It is hot our purpose to write the history of agricul:ure in

this region, but several points are important for understanding changing

patterns of migrancy. First; as in other parts of the nation; the nUMber

of farms has declined dramatically over,the Past 70 years while average

size has increased -- even'as.tOtal acreage devoted to.agriculture has

declined. (See Figure 1.) Second; the change' in number and sizeof farms

reflects a transition from family-run operations to those which, though

largely family owned; require large amounts of additional labor for

tueir successful operation;
i 4

fn the Depression years prior to:World War II, the major source of

interstate migrant labor in New York was unemployed coal. minerfrom

Pennsylvania-. During the war labOr was provided by POWs, prison inmates

.

conscientious objectorsil.women; high school StudentS,.: and workers from
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unproductive farming areas.in West Virginia and KentuCky; In addition,

1
government policy promoted the increasing use pf labor saving-equipment.

F011owing t4d War, Southern black's became the major source of interstate

farm labor in New York and have continued to be so to the present,

presumably rls a result of two factors: their dispossession from farMS in

:ne South and the growth of job opportunities in other sectors'of the

economy for those who had previously been the major source of migrant

labor. These southern black workers'tendeip to travel in family groups

and were'recruited by crew leaders who contracted for their employment

with various farmers up and d-down the eastern' seaboard. The earliest

'estimate of numbers of.migrants in New York State at the peak of the
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season is from 1943. There was a rapid increase from about 6-7,000 in

. _

that year to a peak of perhaps 50,000 in 1949. Thereafter; as,Figure 2

indicates, the decline in numbers h-as befn Substantial;
2

The same pattern

has been observed in our Area. Figure 3 shows the seasonal pattern of

decline in the GeneSee Valley Since 1971.

50,000

40,000

30,000-

20,000-

10,00°-

6

Figure 2.

Number of Interstate_ migrant
workeis an _New YOrk State at
the peak cifIthe season.
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We have suggested that the incz.wcase in migrancy was related to the

accelerated rate of decline of family farms in the post-war period. As

the remaining farmers increased their holdings and wealth; howev_r; many

of them began to invpst,in increasingly sophisticated farm equipment;

.

shifting from labor- to capital-intensive agriculture. The procesS was

accelerated, but not caused; by the civil rights moveffiegt in the 1960s

which, by forcing improvements in migrants'_ living and working conditions,

made their employment more expensive and more troublesome; Moreover; many

family groups that had done migrant labor for a period of years settled

opt 'of the stream as opportunAi s elsewhere became available.3 Finally,

farmers found that.with rising costs, family groups were becoming too

expensive. If a migrant camp could legally house only 50 people, for

'instance,-unproductive children might occupy space that could more

profitably be used fox an adult. Thus, the increasi7g costs of hiring

1
migrants after the 1960t,seems to have contributed to an already. existing

trend from labor- to capital-intensive farting as well as to a Shift in

-
the composition of the remaining work force.from family groups to -an.

increasing proportion of Unattached ten.

There .T8 reason to believe that until recently in Western-New York

potato farming has not benefited, frommechanical pickers because of the

characteristics of the hilly, rocky terrain; 4
Nonetheless, even.there

mechanization has had an impact. This is the result of a complex process

i

:he outline of which 'We s>alI sketch'only briefly.. The mechanization 9f
Y --, /

harvesting a wide variety of crops lias made it less easy for migrat

laborers to be employed continuously throughout the season; IncrewsingIy,

therefore,-one finds either highly skilled crews specializing in ,one crop

in which harves ing.has not-yet been mechanized or crews composed largely
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of unskilled workers doing only the lowest status sort .of stoop labor;

potz:to

Thus, the proceos of mechanization initiated the decline in employment

of migrant labor in the 1950s. Those early workers; most of whom travelled

in family groups and,w'ere.triemselves former farmers, began dropping out of

the str.:am, being replaced incic.ruingly by the sweepings of barrooms and

Skid 'rows. Arguably, as the qualiv of the work force declined, more

incentive was gi;ren to mechanization. Mechanization may thus have become a

self- reinforcing process.

Tn this context; the introduction of Haitian im grants into the

stream has been especially interesting. They are part of the wave of im-

midrancS recently arrived in Florida. A number of observers have remarked

upon the avidity with which they take advantage of whatever educational
.

opportunities are available to them and the rapidity with which they leaVe

ifarm work. How permanent a part of the migrant labor forte they become is

- ,

still too early to say In general we may say that the number and chdrac-

teristics of migrants have changed in response to changes ip farming, the
o

poEticaLclimate of the rcountry;:and the appearance of workers.fropi

-abroad. Their empIoyment'in our area has been one stage in the as yet

incomplete transition from family-owned and operated small. farms to capital-
,

intensive large farms; The rapiddty with which:this change is proceeding

is reflected in the fact that when we began .pIenning this Study In 198'0

there were in our study, area twenty-one migrant camps and approximately

600 workers --n'oneof them Haitian-- at the peak of the season. By the

time the fi,?ld work was done in11982, there were only ten camps, and no

more than 450 workers --perhaps half of them Haitians-7-"at the peakof the

Season.
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These changes in the size, and composition o the interstate migrant'

-J

labor force form the backdrop for our study. In recent years a number of

observers have conmiinted that there appeared td he an increase in related

problems among these.workersand that this seemed to be related to an

increase in the proportion of unattached older men. Our .study, then, was

focused upon discovering.the extent of drinking in this.population and its

distribution among workerswith differ9nt.c.oaracteridtics. Specifically
1.s ,

We were interested in'teating the huo,thesis thad in camps composed pri-
.

_

tarily of family groups; social control;,mechanisnis will be bore highly

developed than in camps composed p=rimarily of unattached men and that this

will he reflected in differenceSAn drinking behavior.



METHODS AND MEASURES'

the analysis of migrant drin,,king behavior presented in th.ts stt,"y

based upon prF;onal interviews candnera.-d 'With zli black and itait

z

agriciiltural workers housud in thirteen camps locatH in four.conlitios :n

Upstate Nei,: York. InterviewS were directed and conducted by one of the

senior-investigators on the study with the aid of nine aSi:-,t:i.ntS

all of Wh:,1 had receiVed:SpecidliZ6d trainin in the interViewing Skills

necessary or Lhfbir si)eific assignments. All inLcrviw wr cOr.leted

during the 1932 harVeSting SeaSbn:' InterVieWing began in eaT)-,:

September and WA:-; completed h';' the second ,week in Nove----er.

In accordance with Cur evet01 research strategy ished cochooe

camp in which to conduct interviews at would exhibit as wide a range of

variation in size: and in typo of social organization as possible . e,asod on. ,

information derived from the previous sea ion; we had selected some twentY-
.

.00

one camps for intensive study: These partictilar Migrant camps weeu

seledted because they incltided-exampies of both large and relatively

anonym6us migiant farm, crews as_weIl as examples of smaller and more family

oriented crews. These particulartwenty-one camps were chosen also for the

reason that sufficient rapport had been previously developed ih the creW

.

i so chat it was at lenstlenders .and with the. owners at each of these farms

?ro._lable that a research team would he granted entree for the purpose-ot

condjeting interviews. We were acutely' aware of th-e highly unsitive.

nature of the top-ic we were investigating and realized it was only from

-o,Jilerl:; and crew leaders who trusted us that any kind of reaLepoperation

4 could be ekOacted.
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When we entered the field in early September 1982 we found that our

Original Sample of twenty-one camps had been considerably reduced in

n0Mher. AS the crews arrived from the South it became increasingly clear

that only twelve out of the original twenty -one migrant labor camps would

open for the season: In addition; two of the crel, leaders refused our

interviewers' permission to question their crews about alcohol use, leaving

en17 ter1 camps in which we were able :to conduct interviews. To these ten

it hecamo possible to add three more camps from a nearby county late in

October; yielding the previously mentioned total of thirteen camps.

It is important to stress that the reduction in the number of carapS in

operation in 1982 as compared to 1981 was due to camps being closed either

For reasons of health and safety or because an owner was selling hiS farm.

Our sample of camps was not reduced due to a high rate of refusal or

because of lack of cooperation. With the exception of the two cases

already mentioned, we were greeted by owners, crew leaders and migrants

with friendly interest and for the most part with immediate cooperation.

Despite the fact that considerable skepticism was expressed by Many of

those involved about any hope of "solving" the alcohol problem on the camps;

all agreed excessive drinking, especially on weekends,. presented a very

serious and urgent problem. ThUS, all agreed that the goal of obtaining

objeCtiVe informatibn about alcohol uSe 'On the camps was an essential step

in the continuing effort to imprOVe the healthilnd welfare of migrant farm

workerS.

Representativeness and Gene-ralLzability

The thirteen camps surveyed in this study cannot claim to constitute a

randoM sample drawn from some larger universe of migrant camps. The con=

straints under:which we worked precluded our obtaining such a sample.
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Without the cooperation 0-f-crew leaders, growers ancfmigrants we could not

have asked the kinds of questions we asked nor have collected, as we did,

information 'on such sensitive and prsonAl.subjoct8 as the sometimes

illegal sale and consumption of alcohol. . Our sample of camps was by

necessity confined -to those to which we had obtained access. Moreover, the

area in Which we Worked is devoted primarily to potato growing and work in

this crop has traditionally been among the lowest status of all types of

migrant farm work. It is stoop labor that requires less judgement, for

instance, than apple pitkitg; As already noted, it has not been revolu-

tionized by Mechani7.ation as snap-bean picking was by a harvester developed

it the late 1950s, presumably because the hilly; rocky terrain in our

region made the mechanical potato harvester less economical than it was on

Long Island where conditions are much different;

Because the kind of work done by our respondents differs so much from

the work done by migrants in other areas; it is conceivable that the

characteristics of the migrants themselves differ as well. We have no

comparative data from workers in other crops so we cannot be certain.

a result; the thirteen camps in which we work-ed shodld be regarded as

essentially a self-contained universe. This is thereforei a case study

of alcohol use by migrant farm workers at a particular point in the

historical development of agriculture in a particular region and at one

point in time. We, believe our results arc generalizable to other migiants

ioing similar kinds of work bOth in NeW York, and in the nation's migrant impaci

areas. We are less certain how. drinking patterns and practices may vary

among workers from other ethnic and,T.racial groups working in other crops.

Comparative StudieS would be Of considerable. theoretical and practical interest

Once we had Settled upon the particular tamps in which interviewing

14
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would take place; we found that sampling individual migrants within the

thirteen camps in our study also presented 'unique and difficultyrobletS.

it

The work force in each camp- was composed of both unattached individuals

and members of family groups; In the small camps, family groups tended

to predominate while in the larger camps; unattached individuals pre-

dominated; We had originally expected to/interview all the members of
\ .

family groups since these persons usually have worke8.-with the same crew

for an extended period of time and return year after year This expecta-

tion was; iii fact; fulfilled. We found that enumerating and interviewing

the population of family members was not a significant problem as most of

them were well known to the research team. and were present during the

entire season.

Enumerating and sampling the transient popuIation'of unattached

workers proved to be much more difficult. Because of the relatively rapid

turnover of this group, no adequate sampling frame could be constructed.

Individuals in this group would come and go at will, sometimes shifting

from one camp to another even within .our small sample of thirteen camps.

More often; howc-ver; they would simply leave the area altogether and

therefore Would be denied a Chance Of being interviewed.

Under these conditions of extreme flUidity it seemed advisable to

attempt to interview as Many as possible of the total number of transient

WorkerS in any given camp: Accordingly; our team of interviewers was

.-ant back again and again to each camp throughout the season to make sure

Q0 had not missed anyone and to verify that everyone, even the migrants

who had just arrived; had been reached

Our approach to sampling individual migrants .thus was to give up the

plan to randomly samole transients and instead, because of the exigencies

=..
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of the field situation, to attempt to interview all the migrant workers.

to be feUnd,in all of the camps under study. We think we were reasonably

successful in reaching our goal. With the exception of the three camps

added late in the Fall our best estimate indicates it was possible to

reaeh at least 80% of the residents of each of the remaining ten camps to

Which we had gained entree. In the case of the three camps added late in

the growing season we arrived on the scene just as the camps were breaking

up to leave for Florida. The short time remaining permitted contacting

,

only a small proportion of the residents of theSe three camps before they

closed entirely for the winter. All respondents were-18 years of age or

older, though there is reason to believe a few younger people were inter=

4
viewed by mistake. Only six Haitian women were identified and interviewed.

The number is too small for adequate analy$i, and they are not included.

The Dependen:Marables

The measures of drinking behavior that we selected to measure-the

extent of migrant alcohol use are based upon those employed by Cahalan

et. al; IA their study of American drinking attitudes and practices;
5

We have used; in modified form, two of their measures of alcohol use.

These two indicators are, first, the frequency of alcohol consumption by

a givkn individual and; second; the quantity of alcohol consumed on a

typical occasion by that same individual.

The first of these measures of drinking behavior (frequency)'isi

intended to estimate how often the respondents consume alcohol.

Respondents are asked to:indicate typical frequency of consumption /.on a

scale which ranges from "never" LhrOugh "once or twice a month"

"weekly" and ending in the "daily" use of alcohol. The second: measure

of alcohol uSe (quantity) invOlVes asking respondents to recall the

1G
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maximum quantity of alcohol they Typically consume'on a give occasion.

Originally, Cahalan.and his associates had diStingbiShed among wine

drinkers; hoer drinkers and whiSkey or liquor drinkers and had asked;

"How often do you have as many as five or six glasses of wine; or cans

of beer or drinks of liquor?" In the present study, however; it saemod

prudent to simplify Cahalan's procedure in view of the complexity of the

field situation we faced in themigrant camps; The question we used did

not attempt to differentiate between wine, beer and liquor drinkers but

sked, instead, During the past year, how many times have you hado'five

or more drinks at a -single Sitting?" The seven response categories

available for this question ranged from never" through "monthly" and

"weekly",to a point At-the high end of the scale of "several times a week."

We found that for our sample as a whole; the correlation (Spearman's

Rho) between "frequency" and "quantity",was .59; This correlation shoWS

that although theSe two ASpetts ef drinking behavior are strongly related,

they are sufficiently independent --fgach other to be measuring, at least

to some extent, separate and distinct phenomena; Thus, we will treat

frequency and qUantit5r as separate but complementaryc.aspects ofthe

drinking behavior of migrant workers.

In addition the frequency and quantity of alcohol consumed, an
-

index was adapted from Mulford
6 which describes most of tht common

personal and social problems often associated with heavy or continuous

arinking, W6 employed Mulford's "Trouble Due to Drinking" seal` as our

third dependent variable in ord r to supplement and to validate our two

mensures'ef the sheer frequency and quantitx of alcohol consumption with

a behaviorally based indicator of some of.the more comnion-and easily 1
observable consequences of alcohol use. The Trouble Due to Drinking
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Scale contains the following five items:

1. li_Ve you aver been fired or threatened with being fired if you did
not cut down or qU,it drinking?

2. Has d relative or Sete-one you're living with ever complained that
you. spend Leo much Money for alcohol?

3; Has your spouse orsomoone you're living with ever threatened to
leave you if you did not do something abbUt your drinking?

to.

4; Have you ever been picked up by the police for being drunk or _other
charges involving alcohol?

5. Has a doctor ever told you that drinking was bad for you?

The Trouble Due to Drinking Scale is scored by summffig for each

respondent the number of "yes" responses to each of the five items which

make up the Scale. Thus, each migrant worker's total score has a possible

range of frOm zero to five depending upon the number of problems he or she

reperted having experienced as a result of- the use of alcohol. Self.-report

measures similar to Mulford'; :'rouble Due to Drink'ing Scale have been

widely used in alcohol researzh and have been found to be both.valid and
1

reliable; Altliough for our sample of migrant farm workers it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to directly test for validity, we found the.

reliability of the Scale as measured by ronbach's Alpha to be quite hig.

The Scale yielded an alpha of .83 which constitutes evidence of the

internal consistency of the measure.

Several other measures of alcohol use were also obtained: a Scale

measuring the medical sequelae of drinking, a definitiOn of alcohol scale;

and a preoccupation with alcohol scale. They are all displayed in

Appendix I, the questionnaire that we used. Suffice to say that the

correlations among all the-alcohol measures was very high (see Appendix II)

And presentation of all the results would thus be unnecessarily redundant

Because our variables are for the most part ordinal rather than inter-
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val.,. We have used Spearman's Rho as oar mepsure of association; Where

levels ofsignTficance pre reported; they are meant ta be regarded as

an lnaicator of the Magnitude of the association.we have found. As

'already stated, our respondents are not to be consideyed a random sample

of the universe of migrants in the Eastern stream.
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RESULT;:

0ux presentation of the results of this study will be divided into

two parts; First, a description *ill he presented of the drinking

behavior of migrant workers. 'The purpose of this section :;_s Simply to

de.-cribe rather than attempt to explain behavior. A variety of, aspects

of migrant alcohol use Will.be discussed so that the reader will know

something about the following How often migrant workers drink;

how rich they drink, what they drink; theipteferences in alcoholic

beverages, when they drink; and where. they drink..

Secondi-we will attempt-to explain not only how migrant workers

drink, but why they drink in the way they d . Here the emphak3istis not

so much on description as on explanation. We will present statistical

correlatiohS between' independent anted dependent variables. The dependent

variables Will be'various indices of drinking behavior; the indope ent

Variables will be measures of migrant social isolation, and other demo-

graphic and background factors.

Table 1 describes how often each of the three groups we have studied

usually drinks; What is being described here is the migrant worker's

self-report of his' orjler typical behavior:- The question we want to

answer here is, "Do migrant workers drink more or less frequently than

other Americans or in other WetdS,"Low do black,male migrants compare

to black males in andral?""HoW do black females compare to black females

in general?" Finally, "Ttv* do non-interstate migrant Haitian male§ compare

to Haitian:Males who are interstate migrants?" The concern isobviously,

do migrant workers in all three of these categories drink more fteqiiently,

about the sam.i, or less frequently than their more ordinary counterpa7

4ft
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1:-ecluenoy_of Alcohol Consumption

Ft-e49_ency Black Males Black Females Haitian Malea

Never 9.9% 34.4% 70.3%

Once 4 Month 8.3 6.3 ' 3.1

'240 to Three 7.4 3.1 3.1

Times a Month

Once a Week 17.4 18.8 10.9

Two toThree 33.1 18.8 9.4

Times a Week_

Daily 24.0 18.8 3.1

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(N=121) (N=32) (N=64)

p..
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in the general population?

One way to attack this question is to look espedially hard at

abstainers: Abstainers ace persons who self-report themselVes a;

never drinking alcohol. In .this category, if we took at Table 1,

we see that 9.9% of the black males are abstainers,'34.4% of the black

females, and 0.3% of the Haitian males report themSelves to be ab-

stainers. this high or low compared to the general population? We

cannd, rea I answer this question for Haitians. So little is known

about their drinking in the United States, or even in Haitt; that com-

parisons are impossible. Wig have reason to believe; however, that

ilditianS- do drink more frequently than is indicated by these results.

have data from Cahalan et. al. that 'Shows in the case of black men.

21,'c ace abainers, for black women 51% are abstainers. Black men are

very SiMilar tb white men; among whom the proportion of abstainers is 23%.

Black women aee even more-LikeIyrthan their white counterparts to - abstain.
R!"--

Thirty-nine'percent of whit(. women are abstainers compared to 50% of

blacA women.

What does this mean as far as black mit,-rant workers are concerned?

Clearly in our sample We haVe Only half as many male abstainers as

Cahalan'S data WipitiJA have led us to expect: To ptit it the other way, 90%.

our group Of black males drink!,. at -Least once a month. Similarly the

black women in our sample drink mare frequently than the national data

would sugget.t as,a norm. Only 34.A% are abstainers, as compared to 51% of

the national sample=

Now what_ aboUt the other end of the distribution those who Can be

classified as heavy drinkers. Here we also See that our sample of migrant

workers drink more frequently than is reported as the national norm.
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National surveys have shown_that approximately 50% of all men and 10% of

all women are "heaVy" drinker-a. These proportions have remained quite

constant from survey to survey, and4haVe in even very recent national

survdys remained virtually unchanged.

For black males and females, Cahalan found that he could classify

19% of the black men and 11% of the black women as heavy drinkers =

defining heavy drinking as drinking nearly every day. Here we find that

our Sample is only a little abpve the national norm for men: 24% drink

Ydaily" compared to Cahalan's 19%. Among the women 18.8% drink datly,

almbSt twice the rate of heavy drinkers than in the national Sample.

Tutting to (Table 2 we have another confirmation that in terms of

ft-equenty alone our sample of black men and women is rather typical of

4blacks in the general population. When asked about their actual behavior

.
.

in the week prior to interview, we find really rather low levels of

alcohol consumption on the migrant -camps. A full third of the sample
§

t-

claiMed to be Abstainers and exactly half of the women 'did not drink

.during the previous week. Even if one considers the 89;1% for the

J ___ _ __ _e __.
Haitianmales as Sheer exaggeration, t51-s finding certainly calls into

question the Stereotype of the drunken migrant. A possible explanation

may be that the prior week was a heavy work week with, therefore, little

dr 1110.tg or that the workers had not yet earned enough money.

'liable 2 displays the actual frequency of alcohol consumption during

the seven days prior to interview. Approximately a third of the black

men reported having totally abstained from the consumption of alcohol

during that period. EXactly half of the black women said they had not

had anything alcoholic for the previous seven days, Ninety percent of

the Haitian males indicated they also were abstainers during the same
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ti

Table 2 Nurnber of Days in the Previous Seven in Which Alcohol

Was ConSumea-

Frectin-tv Black Males Black Females Hailtian Males

None 32.2r' 59;0% 89.1%

One 25.0 \ 3.1

Two 23.1 6;3 6.3

Three 7.4 9;4 0.0 ---

Fopr 5.0 3;1 1.6

Five 3.3 0.0 0.0

S-lx 0;8 0.0 0.0

Seven 9;1 6.3 0;0

100.0% 100.-0% 100;0%

(N=121) (2,1=-32); (N=64)
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seven-day time period.

Table 3 contains data on the frequency of consumption of five or

more drinks at a single sitting. This measure of aIcohii use shifts the

emphasis from the sheer frequency of'alcohol intake to a consideration

of the total amount of alcohol consumed on a given occasion; The purpose

of this Measure is to capturetperationally the concept of "binge drink-

ing;" Binge or indulgent drinking is generally thought to be particularly

dangerous to the safety and health of individuals and is thus considered

an in:-ortant indicator of "heavy" or "problem drinking;"

The most significant finding in Table 3 is that 22.3% of the black

males and 12.5% of the black females in our sample fall into the highest

category of consumption where the highest category i.s defincid as having

consumed five or more drinks at a single sitting at least several times a

week. Comparable data from Cahalan Cisin and Crossley's national sample

indicate that 19% of the black men in their'sample 22% of the white men,

11% or the black women and 4% of the white women drank as heaVily as five

or more drinkS at one sitting. Compari4 the national findings with

those presented in Table 3, we note that for.boEh black men and women in

our sample the prevalence of heavy or binge drinking approximates the

-1
norm fOr the black population as a whole. It should also be pointed out

that the percentage of our sample dE black men who report themselves to

frequently imbibe fAe or more ,rinks at a time is almost exactly equal

1-0 that Cahalan, Cisin and Crossley obtained for _v./bite men; Black wombn

howuver, arc more inclined to drink heavily than white women; Black

.W0iiiCt$ in both -the national sample and to our study are more likely to

either abstain from alcohol or,to drink heavily; This bipolarit-y in the

drinking behavior of black women has %pen frequently observed but has not

-,.

Cs --4 Z.)
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Table 3. Frequency of the ConSi.iMption ef. Moro Thin Five Drinks

at a Sind Sittin8

Frerig.enci Black Males Black- Retale-s Haitian Males

None'_ 30.6% 82;8%

()acre 3.1 63

Two to Ten 19.6 9.4 1; 6

Times

Once a Month 4.1 0.0 1.6

Twice a Month 2.5 6.3 3.1

Once a Week 15.7 6.3 3.1

Several Times 22.1 12.5 1.6

a Week
100.0% 100.0% - 100.0%

(N=121) (N=32) (N=64)



been satisfactor ily explained,

Th-e main message contained in TablcS 1 through 3 is clear: the

black males and the black females in our sample of migrant workers do

not drink either more frequently or mote heavily than their national

Sample black counterparts.

In line.with the tendency toward relative Moderation in drinking

behavior noted above, Table 4 shows that the vast majority of alcohol

consuMed
_ _

by our sample of migrants is consUMed in the form of beer, When

asked what: they drank on the most recent occasion, Approximately three

fifths of the black males and over four fifths of the black females

indicn: they drank beer. The second choice to beer is not wine as one

but, gin. This finding is consistent with. other studies of

black populations; such as Sterne and Pittman's study. of ghetto drinking

patterns,
8
Their Study of drinkers in a St. Louis housing project also

found a high preference for beer and a 16w preference for Wine, a finding

which they explain by reference to subcultural attitudes which stigmatize

the use of wine.

Table 5 confirms the preference for beer and the lack of favor

accorded to wine by the reSpOndents in our sample; The question now

turns to ideal preferences, and aSkS about the migrant worker's favorite

alccholic beverage if that could be Obtained. Beer; whiskey (in all its

various forms) and gin make up the bulk of the expressed prefer,ces.

tat.uve:itigly Haitian males al ti prefer beer except for a substantial

minority of rum drinkers.

If black male and female migrant farM workers are relatively moderate

in Lb.! quantity and frequency of their alcohol consumption and if, on the

campS; they consume mainly beer; why do migrant Workers have a reputation
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Table 4; Type of Alcohol Consumed on the Most Recent Occasion
(Drinkers On1V)

Alcoholic
Beverage Black MaleS- Black Females Haitian Males

Beer 57.3% 85.7% 93.3%

Wine 10.2 0.0 0.0
1

Gin 15.7 9.5 0.0

Vodka 2.8 0.0 0.0

Whiskey 9.3 4.8 0.0

Cognac 2.8 0.0 0.0

Rum _1.9 , 0.0 6.7

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(N=108) (N=21) (N=14)
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Table 5. Favoritd Drink --D- rankers Only)

Alcoholic
Bevcraze B1aok-Males Black Females Haitian Males

Beer 35.2% 75.0% 69.2%

Wine 8.6 10.0 1.7

Gin 14.3 5.0 0.0

Vodka 4.8 5.b 0.0

Whiskey 23.8 5.0 0.0

Cognac 7.6 0.0 0.0

Rum 5.7 0.0 -23-1

. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(N=105) (N =20) (N=13)
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,

as heavy drinkers and alcoholics? The.data.presented in Table 6 on when

drinking typically takes place provides At least a partial answer.

While about a third of the black men, the Haitian then and black

women alL indicate they drink anytime during the day, better than three--

quarters of all three groups indicate they drink on weekends. Evening

drinking is also very popular with black women, and at least half of both

the black women and the black men report they drink on rainy days: By

contrast, re_,don ent after respondent emphasiged to our interviewers that

they would never drink on work days:

Almost every observer of the migrant's work plate has stressed the

unpredictability of farm work; rJsulting in endemic uncortfainty in the

Iite of the migrant Similarly; it may be that it is no the amount of

alcohol that is consnmd that is problematic but the c4rcumstances under

which it is consumed that results in an unfavorable' image of the black

migrant-. being. created and sustained; Episodic weekend drinking; drinking

during down times, the appearance of doing nothing; all conspire to give

and to reinforce the image of the migrant as shiftless, drunken and

frreSPonsible.

We asked one final question which was intended to provide some insight

into the relatiVe importance of alcohol in the migrant worker's experien-

tial and structural situation on the camps. This question asked, "Do you

Mort, the Same or less when you are on the season." The answers we

neceived are diSplayed in Table 7. Only about 20% of the black males,

about of the black females and a mere 6% of the Haitian males said

they drank more while living and working on t7he migrant camps than they

did back hOme. ("Back home" for almost all of our respondents almost

always means the citrus growing region in Florida.) The vast majority
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Table 6. When Drinking-Takes_Place Drinkers Only)

Percent Agreement
to Each of the
Folloing

on Weekends

Drinks Evenings

Black Females

85.7

90.5

Haitian Males

90.8

67;9

78.9.

47:4

Drinks on Rainy 62.4 52.4 31.6

Days ti

Drinks Du:ing Down 52.3 28.6 10.5

TiteS

DrinkS Anytime 34.9 28.6 31.6

During the Day

(N=109) (N =21) (N =19)

JL
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Table T---ao-You Drink More or LesS on the-Seaaon2___

Black Males Black FeMale4. Hait-ian Males
,

More 20.7% 15.6% 6.3%

Same 33.9 53.1 76.6

Less 45.4 31.1 17.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(N=121) (N=32) - (N=64)
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indicated they either drank less on the migrant camps or about the same.

Thus these data very seriously cast doubt upon the thesis that the social

isolation; the boredom or the lack of control over rewards and working

conditions inherent in migrant farM work by themselves result in high

'levels of alcohol consumption. Instead, and this is an approach which

will be pursued in the subsequent causal and correlational section of this

report, it may be possible that-it is the transience; marginality and

ksocial'isolation of a Small but growing minority of si gle unattached men

whd constitute the bulk of the alcohol problem on migrant" laber camps. If

Most migrants drink moderately and drink on weekends and in the evenings

or at down times; where is ttie problem? IS productivity really affected?

Are social relations really disrupted because of drinking? Or is it

because a minority of older, for sometimes younger) unattached, men and

women with marginal status are peripheral to and unaffected by normal

mechanisms of social control that an "alcohol problem" has arisen? We

turn to this issue in the next Section

Intercorrelations Among Independent Variables

Tables 8 throUgh 10 contain intercorreIational matrices which exhibit

the relationahipa among the independent variables in our study. TWo main

categories Of variables are employed: first, variables which measure

indices of social isolation and, second; the standard background variables

ag.e. education and occuRation). Sex and race are employed throughout as

conrroi variables since all of the correlations are presented separately

for each of the combination§ of ethnic group and sex to be found in our

_ _ _

sample. Thus, all correlational data will be presented separately for

black males, black feMaleS and Haitian males;

We used several measures of social isolation. First, we simply added
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Up the total number of relatives each informant reported having in; the

camp. Second; we developed a typology to measure:how close or distant

the relatives were to the informant and how many generations were

included (See Appendix llf); This variable is called "Relatedness

We further expected that kinship; as measured by total relatiVeS

and relatedness, would be a good predictor of social structure in the

sense of room assignment. Our preliminary observations on the camps had

led us to believe that much of the drinking that takes place in our sample

of migrant camps takes place in the rooms in which the migrant workers

live, eat and sleep. Variable "Who shares root" thus becomes crucial

for the understanding Of how kinship relatedness is translated into social

control over drinking behavior. Three response categories were created,

and coded froth the data we collected concerning roommate characteristics.

These three categories were: (I) relative, '(2) friend and (3) stranger.

These three alternatives represent decreasing -degrees of closeness and

intimacy or, conversely, 'greater degrees of isolation.

Finally, we added the variable "years with crew" to stand for the

total number of years the respondent had been with the same crew and

"number of roommates" to irdicate the number of roommates present in the

same room with the respondent. Our rationale for adding these two purely

quantitative indidatorS of isolation was the assumption thah. family
1

oriented crews would contain workers Who had returned to the same crew

;rear after year and would, as a result; be less isolated from 6Lher crew

members. In the case of "number of roommates," our working hypothesis

was that as the number of roommates increased, the less likely it would

be that these other persons would be friends or relatfves.

Since we are predicting that older, leSS educated and lot:Jet-
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status men are being employed more and more often on migrant camps, the

three backgrOund variables'were added to the list of independent variables.

Age should interact with our measures of isolation. Older men are expected

to be More Isolated. We AlSb predicted that Older men Would be leSS

educated and less likely to have been previOuSly emplbyed in relatively

prestigious Occupatibns:
9

In summary; theft, the pattern we expected to find in the associations

among the independent variables is as follows: Those migrant workers with

the'largest total number of relatives on the camp are expected to be more

embedded in a network of camp-based kinship relations. This quality of

relatedness or embeddedness is, in turn, associated with an increased

probability of having a friend or relative as a roommate and also with

having a smaller room and fewer roommates. Older men fit this pattern in

reverse: they have fewer relatives on camp and are less closely related

to the relatives they do have on camp; they are less likely to share a

room With a reiatiVe Or friend and finally, ar.- more:likely tb be housed

in a dormitory type rbbm:or "bi0.1pen;" Older men also tend to have spent

less time with the same .::rew; are less well educated; and tend to have

been employed in lower status occupations.

Similar assumptions about relations among indePendent variables were

not developed for black females or for Haitian males but the correlational

results for these two groups are nevertheless presented in the tables which

follow as a basis for comparison with 'the black male populatier.

The results -,clisplayed in Table 8 closely correspond to our expectationS.

Total relatives and relatedness are very strongly associated. Since the

Strength of thiS relatiohShih verges on the tautological, it is reassuring

to See that Who shares the room is also strongly related to be both total



Table 8. Intercorrelations among Independent Variables and -Background Factors for Flack Males

Isolation

ntal Relatives

elatedness

ho Shares Room

ears with Crew

i. of Roommates

and Factor -s,

e

due'ation

ccupation

-Total

italaliVeg

Related-

'ness

Who Shares

Room

Years with

Crew

No. of

Roommates Ake Education Occupation

-

.94 *** -

.62 *** .72 ***

.19 * .19 * .08 i7

-.14 -.20 * -.32 *** .10

..,39*** -,3 *** - .24 ** .17 * .27 ***

.12 .14 .05 -=.02 -.23 ** -;29 ***v -

-.08 -.02 .00 .12 .02 .09 :28 ***

nificant at the .05 level

nificant at the...01 level

nificant at the .001 level

arman't Rho
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relatives and relatedness. One's roommate in a migrant camp is hardly

a matter of merely definition but an empirical reality which makes its;

impact felt on a daily basis:

The data for black es show; then; a very close association between

die three variables of tot'1 relatives; relatedness and who shares one's

room an of which when takenXogether indicate that a high degree of
L

social structural organizati base&upon kinship exists in the camps we

studied. Rooms are not assigned on a random basis and presumably the non-

random nature of this assignment has realand important consequences;

Looking at the remaining independent variables in Table 8, we see

that "years with crew" is positively and significantly associated with

both the total number of relativeS on camp and the degree of relatedness.

The strength of these associations is modest but nevertheless suggests

,

that-the probability of returning year after year to the Same camp to

Work for the same crew leader is affected in important ways by the

presence or absence of family ties. Number of roommates; conversely; and

as expected; i8 negatively related to all three of the variables which

.stand for the closenessf association with family and friends. The

more roommatesroommates a migrant black male reports having in his room, the more ------

likely it is that he will not have relatives on camp and the he will not

be sharing his room with a relatiVa, or friend. This relationship is

particularly strong in the case of the association between number of

roommates and who shares the room, indicating that intimate fam:ly contact

is probably confined to small rooms and that the reSidentS of large dori-,

tory like ".bullpens" are mostly strangers.

Turning to the inf-uence of background factors on kinship relations

in the camps included in our sample, we see; as expected that for black
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males age 'is an extremely important and perva8ive variable: Older men

report having fewer relatives on the camp and are less closely related;

they tend more often than younger men to share their rooms with strangers

and have, on the average, a larger n tuber of roommates; The only eXcep-

dens in Table 8 to the general pattern of negative reIationship8 with

key structural variables are wit respect to years with the crew and

occupation. Older men show a tendency to have been with a given crew a

longer period of time than younger ten and level of occupational prestige

appears to bear no relationship to age whatsoever. Overall, however, the

observed pattern of relationships is clear: Older men are more isolated,

are less embedded in a network of kinship relations, and thu8'stand in a

'peripheral relation to whatever core of social solidarity each crew and

:each camp possesses.

As Table 9 indicate-8, black women share some but not all of the

characteristics deSeribed for black men. In respect of similarities,

the longer a woman ha8 been with a crew, the more relativeS she has in

the camp. MoreoVer, the more relatives a woman has, the More likely are

her roommates to be related to her. On'the other hand, there is no

tendency for women with many roommates to share a room with non-relatives.

That is to bay, there is no female equivalent to the btillpen; Nor is

there a tendency for older'women to be socially isolated as there is for

olddr black men; Again in diStinction to the men, there is a tendency

for women who have been with the crew longer to be better educated tnart,.

women who have been with the crew a shorter period. The overall impres-

§ibn is that women of all ages are more likely than men to share living

quarters with relatives and thus to be embedded in more extended kin

networks.



Iritarcorr44-1448Amons Independent Variables and B1(gtound F8C,: for Black Females

4.

Total Related- Who Shares Year with No; of

Relatives ness Room Cteflt---- Roommates Age Education Dtapation

So, kOlatiori

1. Dtai Relatives

Platednoss .73 ***

Stares Room .39 ! .56 **

.
Years with Crew .41 ** .34 * .04

. No, of Roommates .42 ** .58 *** .04

garound Fact6i

15 .
:01 .13

. EkeatiOh -.16 -.11 :46

8. Occupation .05 ; -.11 .30

-

.23

.29 .05

;42.** .06 -.13

= .06 -.13 .18 J9 *

Significant at' the .05 level

Significant at the .0116Vel_

*** Significant,at the .001 level

4. Spearman's Rho
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Table 10 indicates that Haitian men are like black men in that the

more roommates they have; the less likely they are to be related to them:

There is not an age effect, presumably reflecting both the youthfulness

of the Haitian immigrant population and the short time they have been

involved in seasonal labor.

Relationships of Independent and Dependent Variables

Tables 11 through 13 display the correlations between the independent

and dependent variables. Most striking for black men is the consistent

inverserclaticinShipbettweennumberofrelatives in the camp and frequency

and quantity of alcohol consumption and trouble due to drinking (see

11). Moreover, older men drink more than younger men (but not more

often) and have had more ,trouble as a result of alcohol consumption; and

the more unrelated roommates one has, the more likely is one to have

experienced trouble due to drinking. Th6S, we may conclude that among .

black nten those who are older and relatively socially isolated drink the

most and experience most trouble as a result:

This pattern is not quite the same as that observed among black

women (see Table 12). Nonetheless there is some evidence that the fewer

relatives a woman haS in the camp; and the fewer with whom she shares

room, the more frequently she drinks and the more likely is She to 1,ave

experienced trouble as a result;

Thb pattern for Haitian men (see Table 13) shows only one signifi-

cant result, which could well have occurred by chance (OT!t of 24

tests, one would be significant at the 5% level by chance); This is

Very likely a consequence of the HAitiAna': unwillingness to answer

questions having to do with alcohol use;
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Table 10. Intercorrelations among Independent Variables and Background Factors for Haitian Wes

Seeial-folatiOn

Total

Relatives

Related,.

ness

Who Shares

. Room

Years with

Crew

_No. of

Roommates N! -Education Occupation

1. Total Relatives

2; Relatedness ;89 ***

3. Who Shares Room .30 * **

4. Years with Crew .16 08 -.17

5. No. of Roomaates .05 .05 ;.37 ** .04

Factors*kgTeund

6; Ao .03 .06 ;02 -;06 -.01 -

7. Education -.04 -.12 .01 -,02 -.16 -.11

8. Occupation .15 .12 .29 * -.32 * -.32 * \ .13 .02

* Significant at the .05 level

** Significant at the .01 level

*** Significant at the .001 level

Spearman 's Rho
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II; Correlations of Independent Variables and Background Factors with Frequency and Quantity of Alcohol Consumption

and with Trouble Due to Drinking for Black Males (N..12I)

Isolation

Total Relatives

Relatedness

Whb Shares R&M
Years with Crew

No. of Roommates

ound Factors

Age

EduCation

Occupation

frequency Quantity_ Troub/e

Bow often respondent (More than five (Trouble Due to

drinks at a single sitting) Drinking_ Seca)

.=,22 ** =.24 ** -.22 I*

* =.23 ** =.26 **
-.15 =.13 =.20 *

-.05 -.02 -.04

.04 .09 .22 **

.14 .24 ** .27 w
=.08 =.15 * =.07

.00 -.05 -.20 *

gnificant at the ;05 level

gnificant at the .01 level

gnificant at the .001 level
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ittelatiOn6 of Independent Variables and Background Factors with Frequency and Quantity of Alcohol Consumption

and with Trouble Due to Drinking for Black Females (N-32)

(

At-iO4

Re1atives

edness

hares Room

with Crew

f Roommates

Fattbt:4

tion

ation

Frequency

How often respondent

drinks

Quantity

(More than five

at a single sitting)

Trouble

(Trouble Due -to

Drinking-Score)

=.35 * -.21 -.28
-.26- =.12 -.33 *
-;24 =.15 =.33*
-.01 -.10 -=.33 *

-.24 -.15 =.19

.17 .28 .08

.06 -.05 -.19
-.06 .17 -.01

cant ae the .05 level

:ant at the .01 level

:ant at the .001 lei.rel
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13. Cotrelationa of Independent Variablesan$ Background Factors with Frequency and Quantity of Alcohol Consumption

and-with-Trouble Due_to Drinking for Haitian Males (N.64)

Isolation

Total Relatives

Relatedness

Who Shares Room

rears with Crew

RO of Roommates

pund Factors

kge

Education

3ccupation

Frequency

How often respondent',

dtinks

Quantity

(More than five

at a single sitting)

Trouble-

(Trouble Due to

Drinking Scores)

-.07

-.07

-.09

-.14

-.11

-.17 -,....z.05

,.05

1'1.07__

.09 .00 1 05.

-.03 .06 -.25 *

t

;00 -.12
,

;03

.09 .04 .13

.04 -.14 ;00

gnificant at the .05 level

4fi
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CONCLUSIONS

Our results support the initial hypotheSis that in camps composed

primarily of family groUps, social control mechanisms will be more highly

developed than in camps composed primarily of unattached men and that this

will be reflected in differences in drinking behavior; We found that

unattached, older black men account for most of the heavy drinking in

migrant camps. 2eople travelling in family groups under the surveillance

and control of kin and often with responsibilities for youngsters report

less frequent and less heavy drinking and less trouble as a result. There
r 46

are two possible explanationsVand our data-are not adequate to dytinguish

between them. First, there may have been a drift of increasing numbers

,
of homeless men into migrancy. Second, there may have always been such

men in the migrant stream --informants tell us of the recruitment of

alcoholics as early as the 1940s and the 1950s-- but they may have simply

become more visible as family groups left migrant work. Thus, they may

be a residual population.

Clearly_these two explanations are not mutually exclusive. Whichever
-\

is correct, the net effect has been an increasing proportion of unattached

men in migrancy and hence increasing visibility of, and concern about, ,)

the problem of heavy alcohol use.

We have noted that mechanization has been one of the f4ctors most

responsible for the decline and change in composition of the migrant

stream; Until recently potato picking in Western New York was said to

A
less affected by this development than other crops, such as snap beans.

But the rapid decline in number of camps and migrant workers in potato

growing areas over the past several years suggests that even in potatoes

mechanical picking is proving to be economical. We have touched briefly

r-
c,

J
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on the explanation previously. As indicated in the Introduction, mechani-

Zation has proceeded rapidly in various crops over the past 30 years. One

important result hat been that it is less and less likely that a crew

Will be able to schedule a full season's work moving from crop to crop.

Thus it is becoming less possible for migrant labor to result in steady

employment from June through October and hence those'with f miIies to

----support area -l-est.willing ,to do it; At steady workers settle ut of the

stream, those who remain or are recruited are increasingly likely to be

unattached men. And as the work force in general changes; those farmers

(in our case potato farmers) who before found it profitable not to use

mechanical pickers now find that it is profitable. Hence, as already

noted; mechanization becomes a self-reinforcing process, and in itself

contributes to the de-skilling of the work fdree.

Thu8 the trendpwe have described with respect to the changing

terapOSitiOn of the agricultural labor force is likely to contitue; It

has b-eep suggested that the Agricultural Extension Service might be able

to change the process by improving farm management techniques such that

workers are taught a variety of skills le,ich may make it possible for

some of them to remain employed nt a variety of tasks the year round on

a single farm. The hoped for result is an upgrading of t-te labor force

as workers are persuaded that farm work is not a dead end or only

sporadic. Whether this hope is realized or not only the future will

tell. We would simply note here that the training of farmers lu managerial

techniques by the Extension Service is parallel to its role in encouraging

technological innovation in agriculture, and may have similar consequences

with respect to benefiting 1lTge rather than small operators; For the

immediate future, it appears to us that the trend toward de- skilling of



fart labor is lik5ly to continue. If that is the case; then it will

continue to be seen as a dead-6nd Occupation attractive primarily to the

homeless and troubled.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In developing the original proposal for this study* a review of the

literature regarding alcohol use among migrant farmworkers revealed few

previous studies. This paucity of information prompted the Special Task

Force on Migrants for the President's CommiSSion on Mental Health to state

that immediate efforts be made to gather statistically valid data

(including socioeconomic, demographic data and studies of cultural values

and patternS) to determine the extent of alcoholism; alcohol related

problems and sUbStance,yuse problems within this population so that inno-

vative models can be developed for the treatment and prevention of these

problems among migrants and seasonal farmworkers.

This study on "Alcohol :se Among Migrant Workere is one attempt

to fill the void cited by the task force and has resulted in recommenda-

tins that address programmatic needs as well as additional studies that

c:In be conducted to assist migrant farmworkers.

The major programmatic recommendation is: that recreational; social,

o ler activities* be made available for migrant farmworkers - parti-

cularly on weekends as well as during "down" times, inclement weather

and evenings. UngdeStionably, the study showed that the heaViest

drinking part c the Week for migrant farmworkers is the weekend and the

other non- rking The opportunity to participate in alternative

activities ;uch ;15 fied trips; sporting events; cultural activities

would enable workcrs to select non-alcohol consumption activities.

Recommendations relating to further study include the following:

1. That a model year-round interstate pilot be developed to test

the feasibility of providing continuous alcohol counseling and

services for migrant farmworkers. The constant mobility of the
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farmworker population and the pervasive migrant camp alCOhol

environment necessitate exploring how to provide the al-c-ohol

counseling and services on a continuous basis.

2. That this study ("Alcohol Use Among Migrant WirkerS") be

replicated in other Migrant impact areas with other population

groups i.e. Mexicans, Kickapoo Indiana, etc. so that comparisons

can be made vis-a-vie the ethnic groups, c::op8; geographic

locations.

3. That a study be conduCted to determine the relationship of

health problems to an-Oh-61. Many of the older men who responded

to the questionnaires in this study were heavy drinkers and had

a variety of health problems. It would be important to ascertain

whtther or not alcohol is one of the contributing factorS to the

49 year life expectancy of migrant farmworkers.

4. That a study be conducted on migrant farmworkera and substance

abuse. The researchers found considerable evidence of substance

abuse in many of the camps. More data on this abuse could lead

to appropriate preventive measures and treatment;

5. That a study be conducted on the relationship of alcohol abuse

and child abuse so that appropriate measures can be taken to

combat the problem.

6. That a study comparing Haitian workers' drinking patterns while

they are in the migrant stream with those who have settled out

ShOuld be conducted because of the newness of Haitian workers

to the migrant population. The investigators noted that those

Haitians who had been in the migrant stream two years were

adopting the drinking habits of the migrants.
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7. That a studk be conducted to compare the drinking patterns

of migr n w rkers who work with different crops which are at

different skill levels; to discover if the migrants' drinking

patterns change from-crop to crop.

Implementation of the above stated recommendations could provide some

of the information needed to move forward in resoling the problems of

migrant farmWorkerS and their needs for services as they travel;

56



CORE SAMPLE

MIGRANT ALC -0

TRANSIENT SAMPLE

Interviewer

Date

Checked By

Date

Camp N

Appendix I

(CheOk one)

Informant No.

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Homebase Address
(permanent address) (city, town, place) (state)

2. Oate of Birth Sex Ethnic Group
M F

3. Marital Status 4. NuMber Of surviving children

5; Have you ever been married before? YeS NO

6. What was the highest grade you completed in s6hool?

7. Have you had any other schooling or job training? Yes No

8. If "YeSi" What other kind of training have you had?

9. Can you describe the room you live i

IO. How many people share your room with you?

11. WhO .se other people who share your room?



RELATIVES IN CAMP

Are you nelated to any of the other crew members? Yes No

Relationship S6(

III. OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY

1. Have you ever done migrant work before this season? Yes No

2. How long have you been doing migrant work?

3. How long have you been with this crew?

4. Where did you join this crew?

If "YeSi" how?

Age

(years) (months) (weeks)

(years) (months) (Weeks)

(city; town; place) (state)

5; Where were you and the crew working just L,Fore coming to this camp?

6; Pleate deScribe the kind of work the crew was doing in these other places;

7. What other sorts of work have you done besides farm work?

8. Of theSe other jobs what was the longest time you held a job?

(years)

9. What was it?

months) (weeks)



: ALCOHOL USE

Yes No (Check statement you would make)

1. Alcoholic beverages make a social gathering more enjoyable.

2. Alcoholic beverages make me feel more satisfied with myself.

3. Alcoholic beverages help me overcome ,J,iness;

4. Alcoholic beverages help me get along better with other people.

AlCoholic beverages make me feel less self-conscious.

6: Alcoholic beverages make me feel loose.

7. Alcoholic beverages give me Pleasure.

8. A drink sometimes makes me feel better.

9. What is your favorite drink?

10. If that wasn't available; what else would you drink?

11. What's available to you on this camp?

12. Would you drink YES; No
(Whatever was not answer in questions 9 and 10)

13. What do you usually drink on thiS camp?

14. How much do you drink at any one time?

a; If drinking liquor?

b. If drinking beer?

c: If drinking wine?

d. If mixing drinks?

15. How often do you drink? (Circle one)

a. Never

b. At most once a month

c. Two or three times a month

d. Once a week

e: Two or three times a week

f. Daily

16. During the past year; how many times have you had five or more drinks at a
single sitting? (Circle one)

a. None

b. Once

c; Between two and ten times

d. Approximately once a month

e: Twice a month

f. Once a week

g. More than once a week



17. When do you drink? (Check one)

Yes No

a. Any time during the day

b. Rainy days

c. Evenings

d. Slack work periods/down times

e. Weekends

18. In the last seven days, have you had anything to drink?

19. If you had a drink during the laSt seven days, how many of those days did you

drink?

20.\ The last time you drank, what did you drink?

21. How much?

22. Do you drink more or less when you are 06 the season? More Same

Less

CommentS:

. PREOCCUPATION WITH ALCOHOL (Check statements that apply to you)

Yes No

1. I stay drunk for several days at a time.

2. I wory about not being Able to get a drink when need one.

3. I sneak drinks when no one is looking;

4; Once I start drinking, it is hard for me to stop until I am drunk.

5. I get drunk on work days;

6. I take a drink the firSt thing when I get up in the morning;

7. I wake up the next day not being able to remember some of the things

I had done while I was drinking.

8. When I drink I don't eat as much;

9. Most of the time I gulp my drinks as fast as I can.

10. I drink mainly for the effeCt;

11. Liquor has less effect on me than it used

Cu



. TROUBLE DUE TO DRINKING (Check statements that apply to you)

Yes No

1 Have you ever been fired or threatened to be fired if you did not cut
down or quit drinking?

2. Hasa relative or someone you:re living with ever complained that you
Spend too much 'money for alcohol?

3. Has your spouse or someone you're living with_ever threatened to leaVe
you if you did not do something about your drinking?

4. Have you ever been picked up by the police for being drunk or other
charges involving alcohol?

51.1asadoctorevertolayouthatdrinkirigwat_bad fOr you?

6. How much did you spend in the last week on drinking?

MEDICAL

Yes No-

1. Have you ever vomited up anything that looked like coffee grounds?

2;/ If yes; has this happened in the last week?

3. Have you ever vomited up red blood?

4. If yes; has this happened in the last week?

5. Have you ever passed a black; tarry stool?

6. If yes; has this happened in the last week?

7. After you have been drinking; are you shaky and nervous?

8; If yes, has this happened:in the last week?

9. After drinking; have you ever heard voices when no one is around?

10. If Yeti has this happened in the last week?

11..After you have been drinking, have you -ever seen strange things that
youtouldn't explain, like small animals crawling on the walls?

12. If yes, has this happened in the last week?

13. If you answered yes to any -of the above medical questions, describe
the specific occurrence belbW:

Comments:

tun
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Appendix II

CORRELATIONS OF ALCOHOLRELATED

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5;

6;

(All Respondentsi

Alcohol Clad

Preoccupation with Alcohol

Trouble Due TO Driftking

Medical

How Often Do You Drink

How Often Do You Have
More Than Five Drinks

1

N =230)

5 6-

;72

.55

;50

;77

.69

.70

.61

.68

.68

.60

.57

.61

.46

.50 .75

At A Single Sitting

*Spearman's Rho. All values significant at p <.001.

6S



Appendix III

-"\

CALCULATION OF RELATEDNESS SCORES

1. Single, unattached (57.8%).

2. Same generatign relatives, without spouse (11.7%)

3; Same generation relatiVeS, with spouse (10.4%)

4; One generation above or below (16.1%)

5. Two generations above or below (3;9%)

The higher th s e, the more deeply embedded within a

kin network is th individual assumed to be.
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